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Winter 2020:
Article by Robina Rand
on the unexpected history
of Ripple + Les Gwyther’s
account of his intrepid
parachute jump over the
Malverns in 1981.

HIDDEN TEWKESBURY

Back in January, before Covid-19 changed our lives for ever, John Dixon,
President of the Tewkesbury Historical Society, entertained  members with
an illustrated tour of his town. In medieval times, it was concentrated around
the abbey, which was saved from Henry VIII’s dissolution of the monasteries
when the townspeople bought it for the price of the lead on the roof.

The abbey is credited with one of the finest Norman towers in the world
and is due to celebrate its 900th anniversary next year, along with the 550th
anniversary of the Battle of Tewkesbury during the Wars of the Roses. 

Properties were laid out on long strips of land known as burgage plots.
These were often sub-divided along the street frontage, to half- and
quarter-plots. Workers lived in cottages at the back of the plots accessed by
alleyways. There was once a network of 90 alleys around the town and 30
still exist today. 

The railway came to Tewkesbury
in 1864 and its station entrance, long
since demolished, was said to be the
most beautiful in England after St
Pancras.  

In 1946 the writer and naturalist 
John Moore wrote A Portrait of 

Elmbury, a charming description of
Tewkesbury and its inhabitants in the
1920s and 30s. The museum named
in his memory is part of a terrace of
15th century buildings, one of which

has been left as it was in Tudor times.
John Dixon finished his fascinating

talk by mentioning two of the town’s
many ancient pubs: Ye Olde Black
Bear, Gloucestershire’s oldest, dating
back more than 700 years, on the
corner of High Street and Mythe
Road; and the Royal Hop Pole in
Church Street, setting for Dickens’s
Pickwick Papers, which was lavishly
restored by Wetherspoons in 2017 to
reveal medieval wall paintings.
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LECTURES IN THE TIME OF LOCKDOWN
As we enter a second wave of the coronavirus, it is not possible to plan a
lecture programme in the normal way. Until it is, we will continue to produce
newsletters whenever there are items that may be of interest, starting in
this issue with a summary of the last talk to be held in the village hall and
continuing in the Winter edition with Robina Rand’s exploration of the
unexpected history of Ripple as an illustrated article.

Train crossing the High Street in 1929



ROMAN AND MEDIEVAL FINDS 

Evidence of Roman occupation further west in the parish
than previously known has been discovered by a group of
30 metal detectorists during an organised walk in three
fields in Hanley Swan this summer. Working with permission
of the landowner, the group made several interesting finds,
including a heavily corroded Roman sestertius coin from the
time of the emperor Trajan (98-117 AD), what may be a lead
palm guard used for heavy sewing, and part of a chatelaine
brooch to which small toilette and cosmetic implements
would have been attached.

The brooch, made of copper alloy and enamel and dating
from the 2nd century AD, is particularly significant as it
indicates the presence in the area of an elite Romano-
British woman wealthy enough to buy expensive cosmetic
ingredients from across the Roman empire. It would have
had a bar underneath from which tweezers, ear wax scoops,
nail cleaners and other cosmetic implements would have
hung.

Some archaeologists think the palm guard is actually just the

molten lead residue poured
into a depression in the earth
by a travelling repair man
after mending a pot. The jury
is still out.

Also unearthed during the
same expedition was a 5 cm
diameter medieval whirligig,
also known as a buzz disc.
This is a child's toy consisting
of a flat lead disc with two
central holes and serrations
around the edge. When a string is threaded through the holes,
twisted, then pulled taut, the disc spins and hums. 

FLU AND SAUSAGES

An interesting postcard sent
from Hanley Castle by
someone who lived through
the flu epidemic of 1918 has
been acquired by the Village
Society. It shows Nos. 27 and
29 Church End behind the
cedar tree on the green and
two poplars, since cut down,
outside No. 29.

Postmarked 25 November
1918, a fortnight after the end
of the First World War, the
card was written by Anna to
her mother, Mrs Austen in
Brede, Sussex.

Anna writes: "I am getting
downstairs to tea for the first
time today... [presumably she

was recovering from the flu]. The
sausages are simply lovely. I
have never enjoyed them more.
I had them for supper &
breakfast this morning...

Love from both of us. [She

is probably with her elder sister

Irene] Anna"
It is not known where they

stayed, or whether they came
to Hanley Castle to escape the
pandemic or to visit relatives
and caught the flu while here.
At the time there was a
butcher's shop annex to the
Swan Inn (before the Phipps
family took over the business)
owned by the pub's proprietor
Percy Tomlinson, who may
well have supplied the
sausages that Anna so
enjoyed.
-----------------------------------------
The Hanleys Energy Action Team
is carrying out an anonymous
online survey to estimate the
current energy use in the parish.
Please take part by going to
www.hanleycarbon.org
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